Basic socket series designation for:
YA

Meets the requirements of:
MIL-DTL-12883/44

General Characteristics
CARACTERISTIQUES GENERALES

- Supplied with mounting hardware and No. 20 contacts and crimp for coil codes F, K (SO-1066-10385)
- Supplied with mounting hardware and No. 20 contacts and crimp for coil codes E, J (SO-1066-10386)

SO-1064-10385 pour relais YA code bobine F ou K. Visserie moulée - fourni avec 14 contacts 20/20
SO-1064-10386 pour relais YA code bobine J. Visserie moulée - fourni avec 14 contacts 20/20

Temperature range / Température d'utilisation
-70° C to +125° C.

Weight / Masse
25g max.

Export Control Regulation : EAR 99 - These commodities, technology or software are exported from the United States in accordance with the Export Administration Regulations. Diversion contrary to U.S. law is prohibited.